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Y

MIN - MAX
  2.35” - 4.085”

Broach Stem

Valve Nipple

Stem Adapter

Plastic Sleeve

FACE OF
FINISHED WALL

X

Plastic Snap Adapter

For extra deep installation use
1/2”:   CART05EXT20H or C
3/4”:   CART07EXT20H or C

Fiber Gasket

Cartridge

Escutcheon/Base
see specific parts explosion

see specific parts explosion
20-003-2693

20-003-9390

1/2:  CART0520H or C
3/4:  CART0720H or C

00-005-1140

00-004-4540

Bushing(s)
see chart below

Handle
Screw

1.  Install the valve into the wall. Make sure it is within the MIN/MAX dimension listed in diagram. Valve should be stabilized in the
wall.

2.  Remove the cartridge and flush the water through the valve to re-move debris, then screw cartridge back in place.

3. When putting up the finished wall, use the plastic sleeve as a mud guard to measure how large the hole in the wall has to be in
order to service the valve. Trim the plastic sleeve to be flush with the wall surface to avoid draining water into the wall during
future cartridge maintenance.

2. Mark the valve nipple according to the “X” dimension (see chart) to the finished wall. Unscrew valve nipple from the valve and
cut accurately at the “X” mark.

3. While valve nipple is still off, mark the broached stem to the “Y” dimension (see chart) from the finished wall. Cut the broached
stem at the “Y” mark.

4. Screw the valve nipple back into the valve.

5.  Place the stem adapter onto the broached stem and use the screw to hold into place.

6.  Place the plastic snap adapter onto the stem adapter so it snaps into the groove.

7. Place the iber gasket behnid the escutcheon to prevent water leakage.

8. Screw the escutcheon on to the valve nipple firmly.

9.  Press handle over the plastic stem adapter until it snaps firmly in place.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

VOLUME CONTROL IN-WALL SET UP

Harrington Brass Works
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